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dents and injuries. Many managers and supervisors express
frustration, saying “You can
only prevent what you can predict.” Eliminating injury
through prevention programs,
policies, and personnel requires
an enormous amount of reSafety emerges not only from
sources and still does not get at a map or guide but from the
the heart of the question: “Why people who believe a safe workdo good people get hurt?”
ing environment can be
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achieved and sustained on a
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ture that is incident and injury that make it obvious that manfree. When in place, this envi- agement knows what really works
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culture that talks about safety
There are four approaches to
almost exclusively in terms of
consider in safety management: what really matters (individuals
systems-based, culture-based, and relationships). Successfully
behaviour-based, and committ- creating a safe working environment-based. By examining the ment can spawn organizational
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of safety management: reactive
nothing in your organization
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based).

